
"SignMedia SMART": A Multimedia Glossary for Deaf Media Specialists 

Many deaf people prefer to learn with Austrian Sign Language. The EU-Project "SignMedia"
(http://signmedia.tv/) is an online course for deaf people. It teaches English for people who 
work in the media business (TV/movie production) through sign language. The three partner 
countries (United Kingdom, Austria, Italy) thought that it would be useful to have a mobile 
application for media terms. This new project was "SignMedia SMART" (2013-2015; with 
Sweden as a new partner). It resulted in a glossary for 500 media terms in the written languages 
and the national sign languages of the four partner countries (German/Austrian Sign Language, 
English/British Sign Language, Italian/Italian Sign Language, Swedish/Swedish Sign 
Language). "SignMedia SMART" was programmed as a web app (no download necessary). It 
can be used for free on the internet or on mobile devices (smartphones, tablets).  

http://www.signmediasmart.com 



"SpreadTheSign": An Online Sign Language Dictionary 

"SpreadTheSign" is the largest online sign language dictionary in the world.  It covers more 
than half of Europe and also countries like the USA, Japan, India and Brazil.  

"SpreadTheSign" started out as a vocational dictionary, but in the meantime it contains lots of 
other topics as well. It will increase the mobility and the job chances of deaf learners. The 
dictionary is continuously expanded through new projects. The last project (2012-2015) 
involved 15 countries. During the project, each country reached 15.000 signs in their national 
sign language. A new project, "SpreadShare" has already been approved by the EU.  

"SpreadTheSign" may be used on the internet or on mobile devices (the app can be downloaded 
for Android and iPhone from the homepage). The web version and the basic app are available 
for free. You can search for a word or topic and you can also compare different national sign 
languages. 

       Button for comparing two sign languages 

www.spreadthesign.com 


